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Greetings to everyone, to the family of Dr Luke Mlilo, the current and former CHE 

members, friends and colleagues who have crossed paths with our dear late friend 

and colleague. We are gathered here to celebrate and remember the life of Dr Luke 

Mlilo. We are indeed stunned and left bereft by the sudden untimely passing of our 

dear friend and colleague on Friday. We are still trying to come to terms with this loss 

of one so accomplished, capable and dear – and with so much more to give.  He has 

been snatched from us too early. 

Throughout my profession I have had the privilege of meeting the warmest of 

colleagues, some of whom have now become close friends. The Council on Higher 

Education is a medium sized organisation and so it is easy to have colleagues turn into 

friends. Dr Luke Mlilo, or ‘Luke’ as we have grown to know him, was a friend whose 

name has become synonymous with friendliness, enthusiasm and warm-heartedness. 

As a professional, Luke was courteous, personable, and intellectually engaging. 

Above all, he was extremely dedicated in his service to the CHE and the national 

cause of quality assurance. 

Luke joined the CHE in 2017 as a Senior Manager in the Institutional Audits directorate 

and this was his second stint here at the CHE. His first spell with us was from 2011 to 

2013, as a Manager in the former Executive Director (ED)‘s office. He brought diverse 

experience and tremendous skills to the CHE, which extends over twenty years within 

the higher education sector and the related regulatory and policy environment.  

He has served in different higher education institutions in senior and executive 

management and leadership positions. Luke had a passion for working and serving 

within the post-school education and training sector. He was a man of integrity, with 

a strong ethical compass and convictions that stood out.  

Luke served the CHE with distinction. He was entrusted with huge responsibilities as 

acting Director in Institutional Audits where he had to oversee the process of rolling 

out the Quality Enhancement Project (QEP), working on the QEP Phase 2 Baseline 

Report and re-introducing institutional quality audits in the higher education sector, 

while also overseeing the completion of the special audit of UniZulu.  
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Previously Luke worked as a manager in the then Office of the Executive Director for 

Quality Assurance, working with Dr Mark Hay and Ms Christina Khwinana who I believe 

is present today. During that period, he represented the CHE on some committees at 

SAQA and the Department of Higher Education and Training, as well as on the Boards 

of some Professional Bodies. Through his own international study career, he has had 

extensive exposure to higher education institutions, policies and procedures, and 

ongoing professional development in Africa, Europe and North America. Through this 

exposure he was able to place the development of regulatory instruments and 

processes within a broad and global education and professional development 

perspective. This is the depth of knowledge and experience Luke brought to the CHE.  

Dr Luke Gift Mlilo, a caring and beloved family man, a cherished colleague, a scholar, 

and friend to many. Much as he will be missed, he will never be forgotten by those 

who were fortunate enough to have known him.  

To the family of Luke present today, I would like end with the words of a short poem 

titled ‘A Limb Has Fallen’,  I believe its message would resonate with the Luke we knew 

and the message he would have wanted to leave to his family. 

 

A LIMB HAS FALLEN 

A limb has fallen from the tree, 

I keep hearing a voice that says “Grieve not for me. 

“Remember the best times, the laughter, the song, 

The good life lived while I was strong. 

Continue my heritage, I’m counting on you, 

Keep smiling and surely the sun will shine through. 

My mind is at ease, my soul is at rest, 

Remembering all, now I truly was blessed. 

Continue my traditions, no matter how small, 

Go on with your life, don’t just stare at the wall. 

I miss you all dearly, so keep up your chin, 

Until the day comes we are together again. (Author unknown) 

 

May his soul rest in peace. 

Thanks for your care and presence. And for the many messages of condolence 

we have received at the CHE from all members of Council, colleagues – 
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current and former, and his many acquaintances and friends in the post school 

education fraternity. These have been collated and will be conveyed to the 

family. 

I thank you. 

     


